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Abstract

The partitioning of periodic task systems upon uniform
multiprocessors is considered. In the partitioned approach
to scheduling periodic tasks upon multiprocessors, each
task is assigned to a specific processor and all jobs gen-
erated by a task are required to execute upon the processor
to which the task is assigned. A uniform heterogeneous mul-
tiprocessor is a multiprocessor in which each processor has
an associated speed — a processor of speeds operating for
t units of time will performs × t units of work. Partition-
ing of periodic task systems requires solving the bin-packing
problem, which is known to be intractable (NP-hard in the
strong sense). This paper presents methods for finding an
approximate utilization bound for partitioned scheduling on
uniform heterogeneous multiprocessors.

1 Introduction

In hard-real-time systems,jobshave deadlines associated
with them, and it is imperative for the correctness of the ap-
plication that all jobs complete by their deadlines. In mul-
tiprocessor real-time systems, there are several processors
available upon which these jobs may execute: all the proces-
sors operate at the same speed inidenticalmultiprocessors,
while different processors may operate at different speeds in
uniform heterogeneousmultiprocessors.

A periodic real-time taskT is characterized by an exe-
cution requiremente and a periodp, and generates an infi-
nite sequence of jobs with successive jobs arriving exactly
p time units apart, and each job needing to completee units
by a deadline that isp time units after its arrival time. We
restrict our attention in this paper topreemptivescheduling
— i.e., we assume that a currently executing job may be
preempted and resume its execution later with no cost or
penalty. Preemptive multiprocessor scheduling algorithms
for scheduling systems of periodic tasks may restrict the
processors upon which particular jobs may execute:parti-
tionedscheduling algorithms require that all the jobs gener-
ated by a task execute upon the same processor, whileglobal
scheduling algorithms permit different jobs of the same task

to execute upon different processors (or indeed, allow a job
which has been preempted while executing upon a processor
to resume execution upon the same or a different processor).

Global scheduling algorithms are predicated upon the as-
sumption that it is relatively inexpensive to migrate a pe-
riodic task (or an executing job) from one processor to
another during run time. If this assumption is not valid,
then the partitioned approach to multiprocessor scheduling
is preferred. In this approach, tasks are partitioned among
the various processors comprising the multiprocessor plat-
form prior to run-time; at run-time, all the tasks assigned to
a single processor are scheduled upon that processor using
some uniprocessor scheduling algorithm.
This research.In previous work [1], the authors have stud-
ied the global scheduling of real-time systems comprised
of periodic tasks upon uniform multiprocessors. We ob-
tained utilization-based conditions for determining whether
a given systemτ of periodic tasks is successfully scheduled
upon any specified uniform multiprocessor system using the
Earliest Deadline First scheduling algorithm (EDF).

In this paper, we study the partitioned approach to
scheduling systems of periodic tasks upon uniform multi-
processor platforms. In order to completely specify a par-
titioned scheduling scheme, we must specify two separate
algorithms –(i) the task assignmentalgorithm that deter-
mines which processor each task be assigned to, and(ii) the
(uniprocessor)schedulingalgorithm that executes on each
processor and schedules the tasks assigned to the processor.
EDF is our choice for the scheduling algorithm — given the
known optimality ofEDF upon preemptive uniprocessors,
this is clearly the “best” scheduling algorithm that could be
used to schedule the individual processors once tasks have
been assigned. The choice of a task assignment algorithm
for partitioning the tasks among the available processors is
not quite as clear — even in the simpler case of identical
multiprocessors, optimal task assignment requires solving
the bin-packing problem which is known to be NP-complete
in the strong sense (and hence unlikely to be solved effi-
ciently). Hence, this paper focuses mainly upon the parti-
tioning problem.



2 Model and definitions

We denote a uniform heterogeneous multiprocessorπ =
[s1, s2, . . . , sm], wheresi is the speed of thei’th proces-
sor — if a job executes on thei’th processor fort units of
time, then the processor will completesi × t units of work.
The speeds are assumed to be in weakly decreasing order
s1 ≥ s2 ≥ · · · ≥ sm. We use the notationS(π) to denote
the cumulative computing capacity of all ofπ’s processors:
S(π) def=

∑m
i=1 si.

A periodic real-time taskT = (e, p) is characterized
by the two parametersexecution requiremente andperiod
p. A task generates an infinite sequence of jobs of exe-
cution requirement at moste units each, with successive
jobs being generated exactlyp time units apart, and each
job has a deadlinep time units after its arrival time. A
periodic task setτ = {T1, . . . , Tn} is comprised of sev-
eral such tasks, with each taskTi having execution require-
ment ei and periodpi. We refer to the quantityei/pi as
theutilization of taskTi. The utilization of a task measures
the proportion of processing time that task would require
if it were to execute on a speed-1 uniprocessor. Thecu-
mulative utilization(or simply utilization) ofτ is denoted
Usum(τ) def=

∑
Ti∈τ (ei/pi), and themaximum utilizationin

τ is denotedumax(τ) def= maxTi∈τ{(ei/pi)}.
This paper considers the task assignment heuristics Any

Fit Decreasing (AFD) and First Fit Decreasing (FFD). Both
heuristics assign tasks to processors in weakly decreasing
order of utilization. Thegap on processorsj , denoted
gap(j), is equal to(sj − Uj), whereUj is the total utiliza-
tion of tasks already assigned to the processor. A task can be
assigned to processorsj if its utilization is no greater than
gap(j) — in this case, we say the taskfits on the proces-
sor. According to theFFD-EDF task assignment algorithm,
each taskTi is assigned to processorsj , wherej is the
smallest-indexed processor withgap(j) at least as large as
ui, the utilization ofTi. The task are scheduled on their des-
ignated processors using the Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
scheduling algorithm in which jobs with earlier deadlines
have higher priority. IfFFD-EDF attempts to assign taskTi

to a processor and all the processors’ gaps are smaller than
ui, thenτ is said to beFFD-EDF-infeasibleon π. Oth-
erwise,τ is said to beFFD-EDF-feasibleon π. The only
difference between theAFD-EDF andFFD-EDF task as-
signment algorithms is thatAFD-EDF assigns each task to
anyprocessor upon which it will fit, whileFFD-EDF must
assign the task to the fastest processor.

These task partitioning algorithms are a scheduling ap-
plication of the bin packing algorithmsFFD and AFD.
While bothAFD-EDF andFFD-EDF have been studied in
detail for identical bins, less attention has been paid to these
algorithms for the variable bin packing problem. These are
known to be superior bin-packing algorithms for identical

bins (e.g., they have the best known competitive ratio for
identical bin sizes [5]).

3 Related work

Lopez, et al. [6] developed a utilization-based test for
partitioned scheduling on identical multiprocessors using
EDF. This test is a function ofb1/umax(τ)c, denotedβ,
which is the fewest number of tasks that can be assigned to
a processor before attempting to assign a task whose utiliza-
tion exceeds the processor’s spare capacity. Unfortunately,
the methods used by Lopez, et al., do not directly extend to
scheduling on uniform heterogeneous multiprocessors be-
cause the value ofβ varies depending on which processor is
considered.

The optimality ofEDF on uniprocessors suggests a cor-
relation between bin packing and partitioned scheduling
since a set of tasksτ can be partitioned onto a multiproces-
sor π if and only if the tasks can be divided into disjoint
subsetsτ1, τ2, . . . , τm such that

∑
Tj∈τi

uj ≤ si. Parti-
tioning on identical multiprocessors corresponds to the bin-
packing problem with all the bins having the same size.
Johnson [5, 4] proved that this problem is NP-complete in
the strong sense.

Partitioning on uniform heterogeneous multiprocessors
corresponds to the variable-sized bin packing problem
in which the bin sizes may differ. Hochbaum and
Shmoys [2, 3] designed a polynomial-time approximation
scheme (PTAS) for the variable-sized bin-packing problem.
For any ε, this algorithmrelaxes the variable-sized bin-
packing problem by a factor ofε: Items with weight to-
talling as much as(1 + ε) · b can be assigned to a bin of size
b. The relaxed algorithm, denotedAε, either finds a pack-
ing of the items into the relaxed bins or states that there is
no solution to the original (unrelaxed) problem. While this
PTAS provides insight into the problem of partitionedEDF
scheduling on uniform heterogeneous multiprocessors, it
must be implemented once for each task setτ to be executed
on π. The goal of this paper is to find a utilization-based
conditions such thatall task sets that satisfy these condi-
tions will be guaranteed to be schedulable onπ.

4 The FFD-EDF and AFD-EDF utilization
bound

In this section, we will estimate the utilization bound for
partitionedEDF scheduling on uniform heterogeneous mul-
tiprocessors. More specifically, given any uniform hetero-
geneous multiprocessorπ and any valueu, we will find a
valueU such that every task setτ with umax(τ) ≤ u and
Usum(τ) ≤ U can be partitioned ontoπ. Of course the
bound will vary depending on what method we use to as-
sign tasks to processors. The expressionUA

π (u) denotes the



bound associated with task assignment algorithmA:

UA
π (u) def= max{U | everyτ with Usum(τ) ≤ U ∧

umax(τ) ≤ u is A-schedulable onπ}.

The notationUA
π refers to the utilization bound over the

full range of maximum utilization values — i.e., this
refers to the entire function. We will consider the algo-
rithms FFD-EDF and AFD-EDF. In the remainder of
this section, we will determine a method of approximat-

ing UAFD-EDF
π . Since FFD-EDF is a special case of

AFD-EDF, UFFD-EDF
π (u) ≥ UAFD-EDF

π (u) for all u.
Therefore, the approximation we find in this paper will also
be a bound forFFD-EDF, but it is not guaranteed to be an

approximation ofUFFD-EDF
π .

The approximation algorithm presented in this paper is
not very efficient — it takes time exponential in the number
of processors inπ. However, it needs to be run only once
for each uniform heterogeneous multiprocessorπ. Once the
bound is determined, performing a sufficient schedulabil-
ity test for task setτ reduces to the linear-time computa-
tion of Usum(τ) andumax(τ), followed by table look-up

to determine whetherUsum(τ) ≤ UAFD-EDF
π (umax(τ)).

Figure 5 illustrates an approximate utilization bound for
the uniform multiprocessorπ = [2.5, 2, 1.5, 1]. Given any
task setτ , if (umax(τ), U(τ)) is below the line shown in
the graph, thenτ can be feasibly scheduled onπ using
AFD-EDF. This example is discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 5.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows.
We begin by exploring properties of task sets that are
AFD-EDF-schedulable. Based on insights gained from this
exploration, we modify the problem so as to greatly reduce
the complexity of the problem. Finally, we present an ap-
proximation algorithm for the utilization bound of the mod-
ified problem.

Consider theAFD-EDF task-assignment of any task set
τ that is AFD-EDF-infeasible onπ. We observe the fol-
lowing about theAFD-EDF task-assignment ofτ prior to
attempting to assign the first unschedulable task.
Observation 1 Let τ = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn} be any task set
that is AFD-EDF-infeasible onπ. Assume the tasks ofτ
are indexed so thatui ≥ ui+1 for 1 ≤ i < n and letTk

be the first task ofτ that can not fit on any processor. Thus,
τ ′ = {T1, T2, . . . , Tk−1} can be feasibly scheduled onπ.
Let gap(j) denote the gap on thej’th processor after this
feasibleAFD-EDF task-assignment ofτ ′. Then the follow-
ing holds for eachi with 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

ui > max{gap(j) | 1 ≤ j ≤ m} . (1)

Proof: SinceTk cannot fit on any of the processors,uk

must be strictly greater than the maximum gap. By assump-

tion, uk ≤ ui for all i < k. Therefore, the condition holds.

Based on this observation, we convert anyAFD-EDF-
-infeasible task setτ to another task setτ ′ with a very spe-
cific structure — this structure can be exploited to approxi-

mateUAFD-EDF
π . We call these highly structured task sets

modular onπ.
Definition 1 (modular on π) Let π = [s1, . . . , sm] denote
anm-processor uniform heterogeneous multiprocessor and
let τ = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn} denote a task set. Thenτ is said
to bemodular onπ if the tasks{T1, T2, . . . , Tn−1} can be
assigned to the processors in such a way that(i) all tasks
assigned to a single processor have the same utilization,(ii)
no processor will fit another task of the same utilization,
and (iii) taskTn fits exactly into the largest gap remaining
on any processor. Specifically, the tasks ofτ have at most
(m+1) distinct utilizationsv1, . . . , vm+1 and there exists a
partitioning of the tasks inτ among them processors ofπ
that satisfies the following properties.

1. For all i, j < n, if Ti andTj are both assigned to the
k’th processor thenui = uj — we denote this utiliza-
tion vk,

2. for all k ≤ m, there arebsk/vkc tasks of utilizationvk

assigned to thek’th processor, and

3. Tn fits on the processor with the largest gap — i.e.,
un = vm+1 = max1≤i≤m{si modvi}.

Them-tuple (v1, v2, . . . , vm) represents this task set. The
utilization of taskTn is implicitly included in thism-tuple
since it is a function of thev1, v2, . . . , vm.

Notice that ifτ is modular onπ it cannot have more than
(m + 1) distinct utilizations. Prior to assigning taskTn to
a processor, the gap on thei’th processor is(si modvi) for
eachi = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Thus,S(π) −

∑m
i=1(si modvi) is

the total utilization of the tasks inτ \ {Tn}. By the 3rd

property in Definition 1 above, the utilization ofTn is
max{si modvi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. Therefore, the uti-
lization of the modular task set(v1, v2, . . . , vm), denoted
ModUtil (v1, v2, . . . , vm), is given by the equation

S(π)−
m∑

i=1

(si modvi) + max
1≤i≤m

{si modvi}. (2)

Example 1 Let π = [7, 6, 3] and let τ be a task set with
u1 = 4, u2 = u3 = 3, andu4 = u5 = 2. Thenτ is modu-
lar on π. Figure 1 illustrates anAFD-EDF partitioning ofτ
ontoπ that satisfies the conditions of Definition 1. Through-
out this paper, illustrations of partitioned assignments re-
flect the correspondence between the partitioning problem
and the bin packing problem — processors are represented
as bins with their size reflecting the processor speed, and



s1 = 7 s2 = 6 s3 = 3

u1 = 4
u2 = 3

u3 = 3

u4 = 2

u5 = 2

Figure 1. A modular task set.
tasks are represented as items with their size reflecting their
utilization. Unused processor capacity is drawn hatched.

The total utilization ofτ is 14, which satisfies Equa-
tion (2),

14 = 16− ((7 mod3) + (6 mod4) + (3 mod2)) +
max{(7 mod3), (6 mod4), (3 mod2)}.

While the modular partition can be produced by an
AFD-EDF assignment, theFFD-EDF assignment may not
satisfy the conditions of Definition 1. For example, if
the task set discussed in Example 1 were scheduled us-
ing FFD-EDF, thenT1 and T2 would be assigned tos1,
T3 andT4 would be assigned tos2, andT5 would be as-
signed tos3. Thus, boths1 and s2 would have tasks as-
signed to them with different utilizations. Furthermore, in
a modular task assignment, there is no slack on the proces-
sor to which the final task is assigned. Nevertheless, mod-
ular task sets are useful for finding the approximation of

UAFD-EDF
π and bound forUFFD-EDF

π . Below we will see
that all AFD-EDF-infeasible tasks sets have a correspond-
ing AFD-EDF-feasible task set that is modular onπ.

Notice that Property 3 of the modular task set definition
bears a close resemblance to the observation about infeasi-
ble task sets (Equation (1)). Taking note of this similarity,
we can find a modular task setτ ′′ that corresponds to any
AFD-EDF-infeasible task setτ by first reducing the utiliza-
tion of τ appropriately until the task set is “just about fea-
sible,” and then “averaging” the feasible task set to make it
modular onπ. Both these steps are described in more detail
below.
Definition 2 (feasible reduction) Letτ be a task set that is
AFD-EDF-infeasible onπ. Assume the tasks ofτ are in-
dexed so thatui ≥ ui+1 for all 1 ≤ i < n and let Tk

be the task ofτ upon which theAFD-EDF task-assignment
algorithm reports failure. Letgap(j) denote the gap on
the j’th processor after performing theAFD-EDF task-
partitioning algorithm on the first(k − 1) tasks ofτ and
let g

def= max{gap(j) | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}. Then theAFD-EDF-
feasible reductionof τ , denotedτ ′, is defined as follows:

• If g = 0, τ ′ = {T1, T2, . . . , Tk−1},

s1 = 7 s2 = 6 s3 = 3

u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

T6 doesnot fit

(a)

s1 = 7 s2 = 6 s3 = 3

u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

u′6

T ′
6 fits

(b)

Figure 2. A feasible reduction.
• otherwiseτ ′ = {T1, T2, . . . , Tk−1, Tg}, whereTg is

any task with utilization equal tog.

Thus, in a feasible reduction, tasksT1, T2, . . . , Tk−1 are un-
changed, tasksTk+1, Tk+2, . . . , Tn are removed from the
task set, and the utilization ofTk is reduced to fit into the
largest gap, if any gap exists, or removed altogether if no
processors have any gap.

The following example illustrates anAFD-EDF-
infeasible task set and its feasible reduction.
Example 2 Let π = [7, 6, 3] and let τ be a task set with
u1 = 4, u2 = u3 = 3, and u4 = u5 = u6 = 2. Then
τ is AFD-EDF-infeasible onπ. Inset(a) of Figure 2 illus-
trates theAFD-EDF partitioning ofτ ontoπ and inset(b)
illustrates its feasible reduction. WhenAFD-EDF attempts
to assignT6, there is no processor with a large enough gap.
In the feasible reduction, the utilization ofT ′

6 is 1, the max-
imum gap whenAFD-EDF failed to assignT6.

The AFD-EDF-feasible reduction ofτ relates Equa-
tion (1), our observation about infeasible task sets, to Prop-
erty 3 of modular task sets. However, theAFD-EDF-
feasible reduction ofτ may not be a modular task set since
tasks on the same processor do not necessarily have the
same utilization. In such cases, we will “modularize” the
task set as follows.
Definition 3 (modularization of τ ) Let π be any uniform
heterogeneous multiprocessor and letτ be a feasible re-
duction of someAFD-EDF-infeasible task set onπ with
ui ≥ ui+1 for all i = 1, 2, ..., n − 1. Let A be an assign-
ment ofτ ontoπ in which the largest gap remaining on any
processor isun after assigningT1, T2, . . . , Tn−1 — i.e.,Tn

exactly fits onto the processor to which it is assigned. Define
τi as follows: IfUsum(τ) = S(π), thenτi

def= {Tj | 1 ≤ j ≤
n andA assignsTj to si}. Otherwise,Usum(τ) < S(π),
and τi

def= {Tj | 1 ≤ j < n andA assignsTj to si}. Let



vi
def= Usum(τi)/|τi|. Thus,vi is the average utilization

of the tasks ofτ (if Usum(τ) = S(π)) or of τ \ {Tn} (if
Usum(τ) < S(π)) that are assigned to thei’th processor of
π. Letτ ′′ be the task set comprised ofbsi/vic tasks with uti-
lization vi for i = 1, 2, ...,m, and one task with utilization
un. Thenτ ′′ is the modular task set(v1, v2, . . . , vm). We
call τ ′′ the modularization ofτ .

Notice that ifUsum(τ) = S(π) then all the tasks ofτ
assigned to each processor will have the same utilization.
On the other hand, ifUsum(τ) < S(π) then all the tasks
of τ \ {Tn} assigned to each processor will have the same
utilization andTn’s utilization will be exactly equal to the
largest gap.

The following lemma states that modularizing any
AFD-EDF-feasible reduction will not change the total uti-
lization, nor will it increase the maximum utilization. In this
lemma, we restrict our attention to those task sets whose to-
tal utilization is strictly less thanS(π). A feasible reduction
can have total utilization equal toS(π) if AFD-EDF is able
to assign tasks toπ until all the processors have no gap.
Since we know that no partitioning algorithm is optimal on

multiprocessors, it must be the case thatUAFD-EDF
π <

S(π). Therefore, we can ignore anyAFD-EDF-feasible re-
duction whose utilization equalsS(π) without affecting the
accuracy of our analysis.
Lemma 1 Let π be a uniform heterogeneous multiproces-
sor and letτ be a feasible reduction of someAFD-EDF-
infeasible task set onπ with u1 ≥ ui+1 for all i =
1, 2, ..., n−1 andUsum(τ) < S(π). Letτ ′′ be the modular-
ization ofτ as described in Definition 3. Then the following
three conditions hold:

• un = max{si modvi|1 ≤ i ≤ m},

• Usum(τ ′′) = Usum(τ), and

• umax(τ ′′) ≤ umax(τ).

Proof: By the definition of feasible reduction, if there is a
gap on any processor whenAFD-EDF reports failure while
trying to assign taskTk to a processor, the utilization ofTk

is reduced so it will fit onto the processor with the largest
gap. Therefore, sinceUsum(τ) < S(π), taskTn was found
by reducing the utilization of some task andun is exactly
equal to the largest gap whenTn is assigned to a processor.
Therefore,un is strictly smaller than the utilization of any
other task inτ . Moreover, sinceTn fits exactly into the
maximum gap, it follows thatuk > max{gap(j) | 1 ≤ j ≤
m} for everyk < n.

We now show that the number of tasks on each processor
is not changed by modularizingτ . Consider the tasks of
τ \ {Tn} assigned to processorsi. Recall these tasks are
denotedτi. In τ ′′, these tasks are replaced bybsi/vic tasks
with utilization vi = Usum(τi)/|τi|. Therefore, we need to
demonstrate thatbsi/vic = |τi|.

s1 = 7 s2 = 6 s3 = 3

u1 =
3.5

u2 =
3.5

u3 =
2.5

u4 =
2.5

u6 = 1

u5 = 2

Figure 3. A modularized system.
Let gi = si − Usum(τi). Thus,gi is the gap on thei’th

processor prior to assigning taskTn to a processor. There-
fore,gi < min{uj |Tj ∈ τi}. Sincevi is the average utiliza-
tion of the tasks inτi, we havegi < vi. Furthermore,
si − gi = Usum(τi) = Usum(τi)

|τi| · |τi| = vi · |τi| . Therefore,
vi(|τi|+1) = si− gi + vi > si ≥ vi|τi| , so|τi| = bsi/vic.

By the above argument, for eachi = 1, 2, . . . ,m we have
Usum(τi) = si−(si modvi) , so the maximum gap on each
processor is(si modvi) regardless of whether we are con-
sidering the assignment ofτ on π or the assignment ofτ ′′

onπ. Therefore, in both cases the smallest task utilization is
Tn = max{si modvi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}, so the first condition
of the lemma holds. Furthermore,

Usum(τ) =
m∑

i=1

Usum(τi) + un

=
m∑

i=1

(si − (si modvi)) + un

= S(π)−
m∑

i=1

(si modvi)

+ max
1≤i≤m

(si modvi)

= Usum(τ ′′) ,

so the second condition of the lemma holds.
It remains to demonstrate the third condition holds —

i.e., umax(τ) ≥ umax(τ ′′) = max{vi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} .
This must hold since the utilizations ofτ ′′ were found by
averaging utilization values ofτ and the result of an aver-
aging operation will always fall between the minimum and
maximum values averaged.

Therefore, any feasible reduction onπ can be “modu-
larized.” Moreover, the process of modularizing a feasible
reductionτ will not change the total utilization and will not
increase the maximum utilization. Figure 3 illustrates the
“modularization” of the system discussed in Example 2.

Theorem 1 states these modular task sets can be used to
find UAFD-EDF

π (u).
Theorem 1 Let π = [s1, s2, . . . , sm] be any uniform het-



erogeneous multiprocessor. DefineMπ(u) to be equal to
the following

min{U(τ) | τ is modular onπ andumax(τ) ≤ u}. (3)

ThenUAFD-EDF
π (u) = Mπ(u) for all u ∈ (0, s1].

Proof: By Lemma 1, everyAFD-EDF-feasible reduc-
tion on π has a corresponding modular task set with the
same total utilization and with the same or smaller maxi-
mum utilization. Furthermore, every modular task set is an
AFD-EDF-feasible reduction of some infeasible task set —
increasing the utilization of the smallest task set slightly will
cause the modular task set to becomeAFD-EDF-infeasible.
Therefore, there can be noAFD-EDF-infeasible task setτ
with umax(τ) ≤ u andUsum(τ) < Mπ(u). The result
follows.

By Theorem 1, we can determine the utilization bound
for AFD-EDF by considering only modular task sets.

Therefore,UAFD-EDF
π can be found by considering only

task sets with at most(m + 1) distinct utilization val-
ues. Moreover, the utilization values must be in the range
(0, s1(π)) since no task with utilization greater than the
fastest processor speed can be guaranteed to meet all dead-
lines on π. This greatly reduces the space of task sets
we need to evaluate when finding theAFD-EDF utilization
bound.

This section has demonstrated that we can find
UAFD-EDF

π by considering only modular task sets. The
following section describes how to accurately estimateMπ

(thereby estimatingUAFD-EDF
π ) by considering discrete

utilization values.

5 Estimating the bound

Because modular task sets have a limited number of dis-
tinct utilizations and they have such a rigid structure, for

small values ofm we can approximateUAFD-EDF
π (u) by

doing a thorough search of validm-tuples(u1, u2, . . . , um)
with ui ∈ (0, si]. Since this is a continuous region, we
cannot searcheverypossibility within this range. Instead,
we allow the utilizations to be chosen from a finite set
V . Figure 4 illustrates the approximation algorithm that
considers all the valid utilization combinations in the set
V m (the set ofm-tuples of elements inV ). The function

MinUtilGraph (π, V ) finds the graph ofUAFD-EDF
π (u)

for u ∈ (0, s1]. It calls the functionMinULeqA (π, V, u),
which returns the value ofUAFD-EDF

π (u) for a specific
value ofu by considering all validm-tuples in the subset
V bounded byu. MinULeqA (π, V, u) chooses a utilization
for processors1 and callsNextProc , which recursively
chooses utilizations betweenmaxgap andumax for the re-
maining processors.

Of course, the values inV must be chosen carefully to

ensure theV contains the fewest possible number of ele-

ments that will approximateUAFD-EDF
π within a reason-

able margin of the actual bound. In particular, given any
ε > 0 we want to findVε so that for allu ∈ (0, s1], the
difference between the value returned byMinULeqA and

UAFD-EDF
π (u) is at mostε.

Assume thatOPT= (u1, u2, . . . , um) is a modular set
whose total utilization equals the bound:

Usum(OPT) = UAFD-EDF
π (umax(OPT)).

We wish to chooseVε so as to ensureMinULeqA will con-
sider somem-tuple (u′1, u

′
2, . . . , u

′
m) with maximum uti-

lization no more thanumax and

|ModUtil (u′i, u
′
2, . . . , u

′
m)− ModUtil (OPT)| ≤ ε.

The remainder of this section describes a condition that
guarantees there exists some(u′i, u

′
2, . . . , u

′
m) ∈ Vε that sat-

isfies this condition and then finds such a setVε. The condi-
tion states that for every two consecutive elements ofVε, vk

andvk+1, if vk < v ≤ vk+1 then(si modv) must be within
ε/(m− 1) of (si modvk) for each processorsi.
Lemma 2 Consider any uniform heterogeneous multi-
processorπ = [s1, s2, . . . , sm] and any ε > 0. Let
(u1, u2, . . . , um) represent a modular task setτ with

UAFD-EDF
π (umax(τ)) = Usum(τ). Choose a setVε =

{v1, v2, . . . , vr = s1} with vi < vi+1 for all i < r and
v1 ≥ ε/(m− 1). If

v1 ≤
ε

m− 1
, (4)

and for everyi = 1, 2, . . . , r

v − vi ≤
ε

m− 1
for all v ∈ (vi−1 − vi] (5)

and the minimum utilization ofτ at leastε/(m− 1) then
there exists a modular task set represented by anm-tuple
(u′1, u

′
2, . . . , u

′
m) ∈ V m

ε with maximum utilization at most
umax such that

ModUtil (u′1, u
′
2, . . . , u

′
m)−ModUtil (u1, u2, . . . , um) ≤ ε.

Proof: Let u′i = min{v | v ∈ Vε ∧ v ≤ ui}. Sinceui ≥
ε/(m−1) ≥ v1, u′i exists for eachi = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Assume
(sj moduj) ≥ (si modui) for eachi = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Then
ModUtil (u1, u2, . . . , um) = S(π)−

∑m
i=1(si modui) +

(sj moduj) = S(π) −
∑

i 6=j(si modui). And
ModUtil (u′1, u

′
2, . . . , u

′
m) = S(π)−

∑m
i=1(si modu′i) +

max1≤i≤m(si modu′i) ≤ S(π)−
∑

i 6=j(si modu′i). There-
fore, the difference betweenModUtil (u′1, u

′
2, . . . , u

′
m)

and ModUtil (u1, u2, . . . , um) is at most∑
i 6=j [(si modu′i) − (si modui)]. By Condition (5)

above, this is at most(m− 1) ε
m−1 = ε.



functionMinUtilGraph (π, V )
% π = [s1, s2, ..., sm] the uniform multiproc
% V = {v1, v2, ..., vr} allowable utilizations
U = S(π)
while umax > vr

% min util is the min total utilization
% min u the lowest max for curr bound
(min util,min u) =MinULeqA (π, V, umax)
if min util > U

drawline from (umax,U ) to (min u,U )
umax = min u;U = min util

functionMinULeqA (π, V, umax)
% recursively find the min feas utilization
min util = S(π);min u = s1 %recursion vars
for (u1 in V ) and (u1 ≤ umax)

% call NextProc recursively
NextProc (2, (s1 modu1), (s1 modu1), u1)

return (min util, min u)

functionNextProc (proc, max gap,
gap sum, min util)

% there are two exit conditions
% — proc = m + 1 or
% none of current tasks fit onproc
if ((proc = m + 1) or ((sproc < min util) and

((sproc < max gap) or
(max gap = 0))))

util =
∑proc−1

i=1 si − gap sum + max gap
a = max{si | 1 ≤ i < proc}
if ((util < min util) or

((util = min util) and (u < min u)))
min util = util;min u = u

return
for (uproc in V ) and

(uproc ≤ max{umax, sproc})
NextProc (proc + 1,

max{max gap, (sproc moduproc)},
(gap sum + (sproc moduproc)),
min{min util, uproc})

Figure 4. Approximating the minimum utiliza-
tion bound of modular task sets.

Therefore, we need to constructVε so that Conditions (4)
and (5) hold. In order to determine the values inVε, we need
to consider the function(si modx) more carefully. For ex-
ample, consider the value ofy = (x modx) asx increases.
If x does not divide 6,y decreases asx increases untilx
divides6, at which point(6 modx) = 0. Oncex increases
beyond this point, the function suffers a discontinuity — the
value increases to the liney = x and then begins decreas-
ing once again. Thus, this graph is a series of straight lines
between the points(6/(k + 1), 6/(k + 1)) and(6/k, 0) —
each with slope(−k). It is easy to see that the graph of
(si modx) follows this general pattern for every valuesi.

Using this understanding of the function(si modx), we
will construct a setVε satisfying Conditions (4) and (5)
above.

Since the slope of(si modx) is (−k) whensi/(k+1) ≤
x ≤ si/k and we want to ensure Condition (5) holds, the el-
ements ofVε must be at mostε/(k·(m−1)) units apart. This
value is minimized whenk is maximized — i.e., when con-
sidering the function(s1 mod x). Therefore, the following
must hold forVε

vi+1 − vi ≤
ε

k(m− 1)
=

ε

ds1/vie(m− 1)
.

In addition,Vε must contain all the points where(si modx)
jumps from the liney = x to thex-axis for some processor
si. If these points were not included, Condition (5) would
be violated.

Given this, we will constructVε as follows:

Vε
def=

{
si

k

∣∣∣∣1 ≤ i ≤ m ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤
⌊

si(m− 1)
ε

⌋} ⋃
{s1

k
− j · ε

k(m− 1)
| |1 ≤ k ≤

⌊
s1(m− 1)

ε

⌋
∧

1 ≤ j <

⌊
s1(m− 1)
ε(k + 1)

⌋ }
. (6)

The following theorem states that this construction ofVε

ensures our estimate ofUAFD-EDF
π is sufficiently close to

the actual bound. Due to space constraints, the proof of the
theorem is omitted.
Theorem 2 Let π = (s1, s2, . . . , sm) be any uniform mul-
tiprocessor. Then for anyε, there exists a setVε such that

MinULeqA (π, Vε, u) ≤ UAFD-EDF
π (u) + ε for all u > 0.

Moreover,

|Vε| ≤
m− 1

ε

[
S(π) + s1 ·

(
H(s1(m−1)/ε)+1 − 1

)]
,

whereHi is the harmonic number —Hi
def=

∑i
k=1(1/i).

Since AFD-EDF is a specialAFD-EDF bin-packing
heuristic, the following corollary holds.
Corollary 1 Letπ be any uniform multiprocessor andτ be
any task set. For anyε > 0, let Vε be the set specified in



Theorem 2. If

Usum(τ) ≤ MinULeqA (π, Vε, umax(τ))− ε

thenτ is FFD-EDF-schedulable onπ.
The size ofVε may be reduced somewhat without sac-

rificing the accuracy ofMinULeqA . First, the number
of processor-speed divisors is not necessarily as much as
S(π)(m − 1)/ε. Since the divisors ofs1 are included in
the second set, these values do not need to be included in
the first set as well. Also, some of these divisors may be
double counted if several processor speeds have divisors in
common. For example, ifπ contains a 12- and a 15-speed
processor, then the divisor 3 is double counted. In the ex-
treme case, all ofπ’s processor speeds divides1 and the first
set adds no new points toVε. If there are processors whose
speeds do not divides1, the size of the second set can be
reduced slightly. Instead of finding all the points that are
sufficiently close together and then adding the divisors of
the other processor speeds, we can first find the divisors of
the processor speeds and then add points to ensure all points
are sufficiently close together.

The subroutineMinULeqA examines all valid mod-
ular task sets whose task utilizations are inVε. Thus
the complexity of this subroutine isO(|Vε|m). The al-
gorithm MinUtilGraph calls MinULeqA at most |Vε|
times. Therefore, the complexity ofMinModUtil is
O(|Vε|m+1) =
O

((
m−1

ε

[
S(π) + s1

(
H(s1(m−1)/ε)+1 − 1

)])(m+1)
)

.

Example 3 Figure 5 illustrates the graph that results from
executingMinUtilGraph on the uniform multiprocessor
π = [2.5, 2, 1.5, 1] with a maximum error ofε = 0.1. For
u ∈ (2.025, 2.5], the value ofMinUtilGraph (π, Vε) is

4.025. By Theorem 2,3.925 ≤ UAFD-EDF
π (u) ≤ 4.025

for all u ∈ (2.025, 2.5]. Thus, if τ is a task set with
umax(τ) ∈ (2.025, 2.5] andU(τ) ≤ 3.925, τ is AFD-EDF-
feasible onπ. As u approaches 0, the value returned by
MinUtilGraph approachesS(π) in a near-linear fash-
ion. This is because whenu is small, the gaps on each
processor must also be small (recall that the gaps are
smaller than the task utilizations).

6 Summary

This paper has explored partitioned scheduling on uni-
form heterogeneous multiprocessors. We have developed a
method of approximating theAFD-EDF utilization bound
for any uniform heterogeneous multiprocessor. While this
method has time complexity exponential in the number of
processors, it needs to be executed only once for any given
uniform heterogeneous multiprocessor. Once the bound
is determined, a task setτ can be tested forAFD-EDF-
feasibility by a linear calculation to determineumax(τ) and

-
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Figure 5. The graph of UAFD-EDF
π (u) for π =

[2.5, 2, 1.5, 1] with error bound ε = 0.1.

Usum(τ) and a lookup to verify ifUsum(τ) is below the
bound associated withumax(τ).

PartitionedEDF scheduling can be efficiently imple-
mented by executing a uniprocessorEDF scheduler on each
processor. It has the advantage of incurring no migration
overhead. The methods introduced in this paper allow real-
time system designers to test the validity of a partitioned
system prior to execution.
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